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Abstract. Conversational agents can now operate with language models, rules,
ontologies and varied other sources to provide smooth dialogue. However, the
coordination of multiple sources in conversational agents is a challenge. We
present a mechanism to effectively orchestrate multiple sources in a conversa-
tional agent, by relying on a client-server approach with an associated prompt
generation module that deals with heterogeneous domain-oriented modules. As
a detailed use case, we describe the architecture of a chatbot specialised in top-
ics related to the Brazilian coast, and we study the benefits of our approach.

1. Introduction
The development of conversational agents engages one in many complex challenges, from
the effort to organise and represent knowledge to the need to give fluidity and context to
the dialogue. Moreover, for a conversational agent to be successful, it must contain mod-
ules that can manipulate various sources of information. To control all such modules and
services, it is essential to have a loosely coupled but tightly integrated system architecture
with an orchestration mechanism.

In this paper, we present a system architecture that can be used to effectively in-
stantiate a conversational agent, where we take into account the recent explosive growth
of Large Language Models (LLMs). Strategies entirely based on static rules do not seem
appropriate given such LLMs, so we move to a more flexible scheme where instructions
can be passed around in (suitably restricted) natural language. Our architecture adopts a
client-server approach endowed with a prompt generation module to deal with heterogen-
eous resources. Our main contributions are related to the orchestration mechanism of the
system. We feel that our solution can be effective with many other conversational agents,
from shopping assistants to academic tutors.

We summarise relevant previous efforts in Section 2; there we describe existing
architectures for conversational agents and the recent impact of LLMs over those agents.



We then present our solution in Section 3, where we describe the orchestration mechanism
that we have developed. In Section 4, we present a detailed use case, where we apply
our proposed techniques to a particular conversational agent. We first describe BLAB
(BLue Amazon Brain), an agent that specialises in the Brazilian region of the Southern
Atlantic. We go over the architecture and the modules of this agent, and then explain
the orchestration of modules and the results we have obtained in our implementation.1

Finally, we discuss our experience with our architecture in Section 5.

2. Background: Conversational Agents

Conversational agents, or dialogue systems, capture many aspects of artificial intelli-
gence; here we adopt the conventions and terminology used by Jurafsky and Martin [10].
We thus take such agents to be either task-oriented ones, where the conversation aims at
completing specific tasks, or chatbots, where extended conversations with broader goals
must be allowed. A dialogue is a sequence of turns, each one by an agent engaged in the
dialogue; at each turn an agent expresses a speech act that may offer an answer, a claim,
an advice, a question, and so on [17]. Most conversational agents, and in particular most
chatbots, are either rule-based or corpus-based systems.

Rule-based systems, such as ones based on Watson Assistant2 or Rasa,3 offer in
fact a modern and usable version of the old expert system shells. The programmer must
insert all relevant rules to detect the user’s intention in each step so that the dialogue can
be run towards the desired end. The programmer may not have advanced knowledge about
artificial intelligence techniques, but rules and related machinery must cover all possible
situations that are to be expected during the dialogue. Although restricted in promoting a
fluid dialogue, such systems guarantee correctness and coherence.

Corpus-based systems may rely on responses that are generated by retrieval from
a stored corpus, or on utterances that are generated by language models. Perhaps no
conversational system has been more popular than ChatGPT, a chatbot based on a (very)
Large Language Model [13]. Even though such systems are currently very effective and
have the ability to act in open domain tasks, they do not provide guarantees of correctness
and coherence in their responses [3].

The fact that conversational agents provide information may raise demands related
to truthfulness and non-discriminatory behaviour. Not only may filters be needed, but also
some guarantees that information is extracted from reliable sources. Such sources may
be, for instance, annotated corpora or curated knowledge graphs. A conversational system
must infuse some trust in its users so that interactions can be in fact useful.

In practice, conversational agents that combine all such strategies and goals can
be found in the literature, as complex dialogue may require a multitude of strategies [11].
Hence, client-server systems, where modules interact through an orchestration engine,
may be needed in agents that can be extended with tasks such as accreditation, argument-
ation and content filtering.

Several frameworks that combine language models with specialised tools have

1Our code base is available at https://github.com/C4AI/blab.
2https://www.ibm.com/products/watson-assistant
3https://rasa.com/docs/
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been developed and published recently [7, 16, 18]. Their aim is to overcome the limita-
tions of Large Language Models (LLMs): despite being able to generate text in various
formats and styles following instructions in natural language, LLMs often fail when pre-
cise information is required, producing preposterous answers due to errors that stem, for
instance, from their lack of access to structured and curated knowledge bases. LangChain
[7] is a framework for developing applications that connect LLMs to data sources, allow-
ing the models to query and interact with external resources. Similarly, Jarvis/Hugging-
GPT [18] is a framework that implements the integration between GPT and HuggingFace
AI models to solve complex tasks. Toolformer [16] is a model that learns how to use
external tools, when to call them and which arguments should be passed, and how to
interpret their output to achieve a goal.

A conversational agent gets text from a user and returns an answer; in a sense,
every such agent is an ‘answerer’. However, there are techniques that are specifically de-
veloped to answer questions, and agents whose main goal is to answer specific questions
are often called Q&A systems, or simply answerers. In this paper, we use the term an-
swerer to refer to a module that returns answers to questions focusing on some relatively
narrow theme (for instance, football games or economic forecasts).

Q&A systems have in fact been studied within Natural Language Processing for
decades, with applications dating back to 1961 [9]. Since then, Q&A has been widely
used to dynamically support human users. Current Q&A systems often resort to two
blocks, a Retriever and a Reader [8, 12]. The Retriever gathers relevant passages from
a given corpus that are then concatenated with the question. The Reader then generates
the answer, usually by relying on an LLM. This is necessary as there is a limitation in
the amount of knowledge that an LLM can store and update within its connections; the
Retriever is used to collect information from large databases such as Wikipedia.

3. Coordination within a Conversational Agent
In this section we propose answers to a number of questions related to orchestration of
modules within conversational agents. How can various modules be integrated? How can
an LLM be used together with rule-based decisions and other language models? How can
we harness the power of LLMs to help with orchestration?

We assume that a conversational agent of interest is built within a simple con-
ceptual framework: the agent must have at least one user interface, perhaps a simple text-
based or even a robot-like interface; a set of modules that contribute to the output, some of
which are specialised answerers while others may be general purpose components; a con-
troller that orchestrates the communication between all modules and user interfaces. In
order to provide answers that are accurate about specific topics, we take that our agent de-
pends on answers generated by specialised answerers rather than end-to-end all-purpose
language models. In Section 4 we describe a concrete conversational agent where all such
modules have been implemented.

We have pursued a solution that exploits the planning and natural language in-
terpretation skills of LLMs. These skills are employed to make decisions and transform
text in a dialogue that seamlessly integrates multiple answerers. In doing so, our work
has similarities with the systems discussed in the last paragraph of the previous section.
However, it should be noted that our objective here is, in a way, opposite to those efforts:



Given t h e f o l l o w i n g message h i s t o r y :

USER : « [ message 1 ] »
BOT: « [ message 2 ] »

...

USER : « [ message 2k −1] »

R e w r i t e t h e l a s t message s e n t by t h e u s e r by removing e r r o r s and
c o m p l e t i n g i t w i th a l l t h e i n f o r m a t i o n n e c e s s a r y f o r an a u t o m a t i c
a n s w e r e r t o i n t e r p r e t i t w i t h o u t h av in g a c c e s s t o p r e v i o u s messages ,
w i t h o u t n u l l s u b j e c t s and pronouns r e f e r r i n g t o e x t e r n a l t e r m s .

Listing 1. The Correction request in our implementation.

rather than using external tools to improve the accuracy of LLMs, we wish to employ
LLMs as part of our orchestration mechanism, acting as a real-time interpreter between
the user and various modules of a conversational agent.

Dialogue construction by such a strategy is not straightforward; it involves several
important challenges that arise from the fact that answerers are built to generate answers
to narrow and independent questions, not to act as conversational agents. The challenges
are coordination ones.

3.1. Coordination Challenges

We highlight a few challenges that must be addressed to properly orchestrate answerers
within a conversational agent; namely, sensitivity, state, selection and output challenges.

Sensitivity. It is not uncommon for user messages to contain grammar and spelling
errors, as well as typical expressions of informal speech. If they are used as input to
answerers, which were designed to handle properly written questions, incorrect answers
are likely to be returned.

State. In a dialogue, it is not always possible to fully grasp the intended meaning of a
message without considering the context in which it was sent. As most answerers can
only deal with a single self-contained question, they may misinterpret isolated messages
if their unprocessed contents are used as prompts.

Answerer selection. Given a question, it is necessary to decide which answerer should
receive it. This is a nontrivial natural language processing task, in particular because the
capabilities of each answerer must be taken into account — they may be specialised in
different subtopics and may have been designed to handle specific types of questions.

Output. Specialised answerers typically generate short replies that directly answer
posed questions but that are not effective in providing the conversational experience gen-
erally expected by the user engaged in a dialogue.



Given t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e s t i o n − a n s w e r i n g b o t s :

1 : « [ d e s c r i p t i o n o f b o t 1 ] »
...

[ n ] : « [ d e s c r i p t i o n o f b o t n ] »

Which one w i l l most l i k e l y answer t h e f o l l o w i n g message c o r r e c t l y ?

« [ c o r r e c t e d u s e r message ] »

I f none o f t h e b o t s can h a n d l e t h e r e q u e s t e d t o p i c o r i f t h e message i s
wrong , answer 0 . Send ONLY t h e number , w i t h o u t t e x t .

Listing 2. The Redirection request in our implementation. Note the use of the
capitalised word ONLY.

Given t h e f o l l o w i n g message h i s t o r y :

USER : « [ message 1 ] »
BOT: « [ message 2 ] »

...

BOT: « [ message 2k ] »

R e w r i t e t h e l a s t message s e n t from t h e b o t and c o n v e r t i t i n t o a
c o m p l e t e and c o n c i s e s e n t e n c e , r e g a r d l e s s o f whe the r i t i s c o r r e c t .

Listing 3. The Completion request in our implementation.

3.2. Our Solution: Template-based Prompting To Orchestrate Dialogues

To overcome the challenges described in the previous subsection, we suggest that
template-based prompts in natural language can be the orchestrating ‘glue’ in a conver-
sational agent. That is, instead of designing domain specific protocols for the various
communication endeavours, one can use LLMs themselves to support orchestration. In
the remainder of this paper we assume that the agent relies on one particular LLM for
orchestration; we refer to it as ‘the’ LLM (even though the agent may count on answerers
that also rely on LLMs).

We take that for each question posed by the user, three requests to the LLM must
be made, as a general protocol to guide the dialogue creation. We now describe the
requests.

Correction. The first request deals with sensitivity and state challenges, and consists
of pre-processing the user’s message and its context; we refer to it as the ‘Correction’
request.

When the user sends a message, an LLM is asked to rephrase it considering the
full dialogue history. The result must be a single sentence that is both correct (in terms of



spelling, punctuation, grammar, etc.) and self-contained (i.e. any references to previous
messages — such as pronouns and null-subject sentences — must be replaced with the
terms to which they refer). That is, this task tackles the first two challenges raised in the
previous subsection.

Listing 1 shows a template prompt that works in our implementation with GPT-
3.5, a modified version of the GPT-3 language model [4]. The construction of such a
prompt is a nontrivial trial-and-error process.

Redirection. The second request deals with the challenge of choosing the answerer that
will receive the question; we refer to it as the ‘Redirection’ request.

In short, with the corrected question in hand, the next command to the LLM is a
request to decide which of the available answerers is the most suitable for handling it, or
detect that the message is not supported.

The template prompt we use in our implementation is shown in Listing 2. Again,
this prompt demanded a long trial-and-error process. In particular, it is interesting to
note that, at least for GPT-3.5, we had to use the capitalised word ONLY to force the
LLM to return a simple text without any additional explanation (without this word, GPT-
3.5 provided directives containing superfluous explanatory text that would have required
some additional parsing). The selected answerer is then called with the corrected and
contextualised question.

Completion. After the selected answerer delivers its answer, it is necessary to generate
a complete yet concise sentence, to avoid the short replies that are usually produced by
question answering systems. We do so with a final ‘Completion’ request.

The Completion request envelopes the answerer output with additional instruc-
tions that avoid the last issue discussed in the previous subsection. Listing 3 contains a
template prompt for this request, again obtained after substantial trial-and-error effort.

Note that in our implementation the Completion request (Listing 3) asks the LLM
not to interfere in the contents of the answer, even if it can detect errors. This design de-
cision was needed as the fact-checking abilities of current LLMs may not be satisfactory,
in particular when we have the output of an already specialised answerer.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall communication flow. Tables 1 and 2 show an ex-
ample of dialogue with two questions using the proposed solution (‘←’ and ‘→’ denote
‘from’ and ‘to’, respectively, from the chatbot system’s point of view).

4. A Detailed Use Case: the BLAB Chatbot
In this section, we describe a use case for the framework we proposed in Section 3. The
first subsection briefly presents the raison d’être of BLAB, a large research effort to dis-
seminate knowledge about the Brazilian maritime territory using artificial intelligence.
The second subsection contains an overview of BLAB’s service-oriented infrastructure
and its components, and the last subsection thoroughly explains how the communication
between the controller and its clients (users, answerers and LLMs) is orchestrated.
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Figure 1. The proposed communication flow.

4.1. BLAB: Application Domain

Brazil’s maritime territory is also known as the ‘Blue Amazon’; the name makes reference
to the region’s size, wealth of natural resources, biodiversity, and ecosystem services. The
Blue Amazon comprises Brazil’s continental shelf and Exclusive Economic Zone — the
area over which Brazil has sovereignty in terms of natural resources. It contains 90%
of Brazil’s oil reserves and 77% of its gas reserves [2]; carries 95% of Brazil’s interna-
tional trade, as well as other economic activities; is a vital source of food supply; and is
a key player in climate regulation [1]. With respect to biodiversity, the Blue Amazon en-
compasses multiple distinct ecosystems, such as mangroves, estuaries and coral reefs; it is
also a unique environment for fauna and flora [14]. Despite its importance to Brazil’s eco-
nomy and the South Atlantic environment, the Blue Amazon remains relatively unknown
to most people, including those who live in coastal areas. Information about the region is
usually restricted to academic papers, government reports and technical databases, with
few tools available for a wider audience.

BLAB is a large effort to provide a platform of services with the aim of organising
and sharing knowledge about this region [15]. This objective aligns with global efforts to
disseminate technical and scientific knowledge, aiming to minimise the phenomenon of
information asymmetry and, consequently, promote awareness of climate responsibility.
Noting the current focus on the Ocean Decade4 and on the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (with emphasis on Goal 14 — life in water)5, both United Nations initiatives, BLAB
represents an example of the application of AI for good6.

BLAB was conceived as an implementation of the dialogue coordination de-
scribed in Section 3. It encompasses a number of complex and interconnected services,
allowing the seamless incorporation of additional components. By now, the operating ser-
vices include a conversational agent, a news reporter, and a purposefully-developed wiki,

4https://oceandecade.org/
5https://sdgs.un.org/goals
6https://aiforgood.itu.int/

https://oceandecade.org/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://aiforgood.itu.int/


Description From/To Content
1a. Raw question ← User ‘what is the blue amazon’ (*)

2a. Correction request → LLM (see Listing 1)
2b. Corrected question ← LLM ‘What does the term “Blue Amazon” mean?’
3a. Redirection request → LLM (see Listing 2)
3b. Chosen bot number ← LLM ‘1’
4a. Corrected question → Ans. 1 (= 2b)
4b. Raw answer ← Ans. 1 ‘This is the name given to the sea region that

belongs to Brazil, from the beaches to the ocean.
The name is a reference to the Amazon rainforest

due to the similarity in the wealth of living
resources, minerals, energy and biodiversity found

in the two regions.’
5a. Completion prompt → LLM (see Listing 3)
5b. Completed message ← LLM ‘The Blue Amazon is the region of the sea that

belongs to Brazil, from the beaches to the ocean,
and it is rich in living resources, minerals, energy

and biodiversity, similar to the Amazon
rainforest.’

1b. Completed message → User (= 5b)

(*) The question has been intentionally written without capitalisation and punctuation.

Table 1. First example of the internal communication in a dialogue.

all of them organised in a portal. The conversational agent is the main piece of the BLAB
architecture, which directly engages with users in natural language (Portuguese). The
other two services, the reporter and the wiki, work independently and will not be covered
in this text. The remaining part of this section will concentrate solely on the chatbot.

4.2. The BLAB Chatbot

The operation of the BLAB Chatbot depends on a service-oriented infrastructure (back-
end) and on at least one user client (front-end). A broad picture is depicted in Figure 2.

The agent consists of:

• a controller, which receives, stores and delivers messages;
• the clients for answerers (in the grey area), which interface the conversational

agent with external answering services that are specialised in one or more subjects;
• the interpreter client, which requests tasks to the LLM and parses the output text

so as to make real-time decisions concerning the dialogue flow;
• the client for LLM, which interfaces the conversational agent with external LLM

services;
• at least one user interface (e.g. the web client and the client for Robios Go ro-

bot/avatar), which consumes the API provided by the controller and allows the
user to interact with the system.



Description From/To Content
1a. Raw question ← User ‘what is the name of that ocean?’ (*)

2a. Correction request → LLM (see Listing 1)
2b. Corrected question ← LLM ‘What is the name of the ocean where the Blue

Amazon is located?’
3a. Redirection request → LLM (see Listing 2)
3b. Chosen bot number ← LLM ‘2’
4a. Corrected question → Ans. 2 (= 2b)
4b. Raw answer ← Ans. 2 ‘Atlantic Ocean’
5a. Completion prompt → LLM (see Listing 3)
5b. Completed message ← LLM ‘The name of that ocean is Atlantic Ocean.’
1b. Completed message → User (= 5b)

(*) The question has been intentionally written without capitalisation.

Table 2. Second example of the internal communication in a dialogue.

4.2.1. Coordination within the BLAB Chatbot

This chatbot operates through an implementation of the ideas proposed previously.

In our current implementation, the controller communicates with several clients:
some of them are responsible for providing answers to user questions (DEEPAGÉ, Wat-
son, Haystack7, and Rasa8)9; one client handles the integration of an LLM, which ad-
justs the messages from both the user and the answerers, and makes decisions regarding
the suitability of answerers for the user messages; finally, the interpreter client ensures
the formulation of appropriate prompts for the LLM, based on the interactive dynamics
between the user and the chatbot. The LLM service we have used is OpenAI’s GPT-3.5.10

For instance, in order to formulate a proper prompt so that GPT can suggest the
most suitable answerer for a question, the interpreter client uses the following descriptions
for this particular set of answerers:

1. a Watson Assistant bot developed by [6]: ‘A system that answers questions in Por-
tuguese about the Brazilian coast, the Brazilian Exclusive Economic Zone and re-
lated topics. Ideal for questions that require long answers and cannot be answered
briefly.’

2. DEEPAGÉ [5]: ‘A system that answers questions in Portuguese about the
Brazilian coast, the Brazilian Exclusive Economic Zone and related topics. Ideal
for questions that can be answered directly, with few words, such as names and
dates.’

The former is a question answering system that combines the BM25 algorithm, a sparse
retrieval technique, with PTT5, a pre-trained state-of-the-art language model, and can

7Haystack is an open-source NLP framework that uses transformer models. https://haystack.deepset.ai/
8Rasa is an open-source framework for building chat assistants. https://rasa.com/docs/
9The clients for Haystack and Rasa are integrated into the current implementation without specific an-

swerers.
10More precisely, gpt-3.5-turbo from https://platform.openai.com/docs/models.

https://haystack.deepset.ai/
https://rasa.com/docs/
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models
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Figure 2. Overview of the BLAB Chatbot components.

answer questions in Portuguese about the Brazilian environment [5], whereas the latter
is a bot created using Watson Assistant which is capable of answering questions about
the various topics contained in it [the Blue Amazon], such as preservation and living,
energy and mineral resources [6]. In the example given in Section 3, as expected, the first
question (Table 1) is redirected to answerer 1, as it requires a long definition, whereas the
second question (Table 2) is sent to answerer 2 because the answer is only a name.

Even though we have only tested the GPT-3.5 LLM, the architecture supports the
inclusion of similar services that can perform Correction, Redirection and Completion
(Section 3). These are the only tasks that our current implementation delegates to GPT,
i.e. we do not use GPT to generate answers to user questions or to verify the accuracy of
the obtained answers.

The Correction request can be of use even when a dialogue contains a single
question-answering system. The example presented in Tables 1 and 2 shows that im-
plicit references are replaced with the corresponding terms, which is required because
the input expected by most answerers is a self-contained question, without the dialogue
history. Moreover, the following example shows that the dialogue can benefit of the Cor-
rection request even there is only one answerer and no context is required. As described
in [5], the DEEPAGÉ answerer yields the correct answer to the following question about
a Brazilian archipelago:

— Quando Fernando de Noronha se tornou um Patrimônio Mundial da
UNESCO? (‘When did Fernando de Noronha become a UNESCO World
Heritage Site?’)
— 2001.



However, if the word ‘patrimônio’ (Brazilian Portuguese spelling) is replaced with
‘patrimonio’ (misspelling) or even the variant ‘património’ (European Portuguese spell-
ing), the generated answer is incorrect:

— 1985.

This illustrates the sensitivity issue that was mentioned in Section 3: incorrect an-
swers can be produced if the question contains common errors (such as a missing diacritic)
or even words written in another variety of the language. As the writing is standardised by
the LLM through the Correction request, DEEPAGÉ’s answer is correct when it is used
through BLAB. This shows that the Correction request can be used to augment question-
answering systems by allowing them to handle user questions that would otherwise be
answered incorrectly.

Furthermore, the Completion request converts the blunt reply (containing only the
year, without words) into a full sentence, improving the user experience in the dialogue:

— O arquipélago de Fernando de Noronha se tornou um patrimônio mun-
dial da UNESCO em 2001. (‘The archipelago of Fernando de Noronha
became a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2001.’)

4.2.2. The User Interface for the BLAB Chatbot

can in fact operate through two interface modules. First, a web-based interface embedded
in a web-portal related to the Blue Amazon; second, a social-robot interface in a Robios
Go11 robot.

Web portal. The web-based interface is designed in the form of a dialogue window and
is embedded in a web portal along with the other BLAB services. One of the main pur-
poses of the portal is to share knowledge, information and news about the Blue Amazon,
and thus it must be accessible by the widest possible audience. Hence, the development
has been guided by the Web Content Accessibility Guideline’s (WCAG) principles [19],
by which the portal must be perceivable (content has to be presented in ways that are can
be perceived by the user’s senses), operable (it must be possible to operate the portal only
with interactions that the user is capable of executing), understandable (the text has to be
readable and easy to understand) and robust (the content must be interpretable by a wide
range of users, thus assistive technologies must be supported).

Figure 3(a) shows such dialogue window with the example that we presented in
Tables 1 and 2. This dialogue (in Portuguese) was obtained using the prompts shown in
Section 3. In the first part, the chosen answerer was the one built with Watson Assistant
[6], and the answer is formed by information organised in a long sentence; the second
answer, generated by the language model DEEPAGÉ [5], is short and only names an
entity.

Social robot interface. In order to bring corporality to the chatbot and promote a more
immersive experience, we implemented a user interface based on a social robot. The robot

11https://www.humanrobotics.ai/

https://www.humanrobotics.ai/


(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Screenshot of the web interface. (b) Robios Go social robot.
(Questions in the web interface have been intentionally written without capital-
isation and punctuation, in order to demonstrate the Correction step; see Tables
1 and 2.)

used is the Robios Go. The robot, shown in Figure 3(b), has navigation capability, facial
expressiveness and speech interaction. A conversational agent through a social robot
provides a remarkable opportunity to establish meaningful connections with users, bring-
ing emotional engagement, ease of use, and in some cases, accessibility. Such features
potentially enhance engagement, thereby furthering the objective of knowledge sharing.

4.3. Evaluating the Orchestrator

A complex conversational agent such as BLAB has many modules; here we focus on the
orchestrator, itself a complex piece with many interacting parts. We have tested a key
element of the orchestrator; namely, the ability of the LLM to decide correctly which
module to receive a particular question. The test is therefore related to the Answerer Se-
lection challenge discussed in Section 3, and closely related to the Redirection request.
Additional testing could be directed to the Sensitivity challenge, but we felt that the abilit-
ies of the GPT language model as related to text corrections, the abilities we relied upon in
our implementation, have been documented elsewhere [13]. In addition, the evaluation of
the Output challenge will require user testing with the complete system, a task we intend
to close in the near future.

To test the Redirection request, we manually selected 50 question-answer pairs
from the larger set of such pairs that have been used to train modules of BLAB: 15 pairs
that should be directed to DEEPAGÉ; 20 pairs that should be directed to a Watson Assist-
ant bot that was also mentioned in the previous section; and 15 pairs that address issues
outside the scope of the BLAB. We labelled them according to the answerer module each
pair was originally used for. Some examples of questions can be found in Table 3, together
with our manually assigned labels.

Using our prompt, we asked GPT 3.5 to choose the most suitable answerer for each
question (or detect when the question is out of scope). The results can be summarised as
follows:



Question Label
Qual é o maior rio da Bacia Amazônica? 2
What is the longest river in the Amazon Basin?
O Parque Nacional de São Joaquim está localizado em qual bioma? 2
In which biome is located the São Joaquim National Park?
Que tipo de vegetação é encontrada no bioma Cerrado? 1
Why is the Blue Amazon important?
Qual é o impacto do aquecimento global na Amazônia Azul? 1
What is the impact of global warming on the Blue Amazon?
Por que os Países Baixos sofreram da doença brasileira? 0
Why did the Netherlands suffer from the Brazilian disease?
O clima é verde quando fica? 0
Is the weather green when it stays?

Table 3. Sample of our testing dataset in Portuguese (English translation is
shown for presentation purposes; the translation of malformed questions is ne-
cessarily difficult). There are three possible labels (our ground truth): ‘2’ refers
to DEEPAGÉ; ‘1’ refers to the aforementioned Watson-based answerer; and ‘0’
indicates a question to be out of scope (incorrectly built, about unsupported do-
mains, etc.).

• 14 out of the 15 questions that should be sent to DEEPAGÉ have been correctly
redirected;

• out of the 20 questions that were supposed to be answered by the Watson Assistant
answerer, 5 have been manually discarded because they may have short answers,
and the 13 out of the remaining 15 questions have been correctly redirected;

• 4 out of the 15 out-of-scope questions have received the correct output.

Thus, the success rate was 27
30

= 90% for well-formed questions about the domain
supported by the answerers. However, the detection of out of scope questions was not as
successful, since only a rate of 4

15
= 27% was reached. Further experiments are required

to verify whether it is possible to improve the accuracy in the latter case without negatively
impacting other cases. Also, we intend to evaluate larger sets of question-answer pairs
about different domains.

5. Final Remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a novel strategy for those conversational agents that
must integrate several question answering modules, each one with specific abilities. Our
strategy is to exploit the resources of a support LLM so as to best orchestrate modules. By
transforming the text in both ends, by taking into account the features of LLMs, and by
selecting the best module at each turn, this strategy makes it possible for conversational
agents to handle questions that would otherwise be misinterpreted or answered incor-
rectly. On the one hand, the use of LLMs within the orchestration mechanism frees one
from dealing with many domain specific languages; on the other hand, the prompt engin-
eering process is not at all straightforward and the templates we have developed should
be useful for other agents.

By enhancing conversational fluency, particularly through a solution that appropri-
ately handles conversation states and that provides complete and contextualised responses,
we envision opportunities for engaging user interactions. Specifically, our approach can
be adapted to applications that challenge the user (such as argumentation systems) or even



gamified applications (such as closed-world role playing games) that rely on exploring the
knowledge offered by multiple modules.

In the future, we would like to enhance our system with the use of LLMs to make
small talk in a customised way, without letting it divert the dialogue away from the topics
covered by specialised modules. Furthermore, we intend to build question-answering
modules for BLAB using up-to-date technology and data, besides improving those that
have already been deployed. Whilst we have already integrated BLAB with Rasa and
Haystack, other answerers that use those frameworks are yet to be developed.
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